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Third Pillar: Computational Science
AI: Techniques that enable machines to have human-level of intelligence
ML: Learn patterns in data and perform predictions
Data Science: Methods to draw insights from data
(through math, stats, visualization, etc.)
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Illustration from H. Sri Kovela
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Third Pillar: Computational Science
Computational Science is an important tool that we can use to
incorporate physical invariances into learning, but until recently it
was missing from mainstream ML.
“Computational Science can analyze past events and look into the
future. It can explore the effects of thousands of scenarios for or in
lieu of actual experiment and be used to study events beyond the
reach of expanding the boundaries of experimental science”
–Tinsley Oden, 2013
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To make further progress in ML it is crucial that we incorporate
computational science into learning.
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Dr. J. Tinsley Oden's Commemorative Speech: “THE THIRD PILLAR: The Computational Revolution of Science
and Engineering”, Honda Prize, 2013.
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MLPs are Universal Function Approximators
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Now let’s take a step back and see what are Neural Networks?

G. Cybenko. Approximation by superpositions of a sigmoidal function. Mathematics of Control, Signals and Systems, 2(4):303–314, 1989.
K. Hornik, M. Stinchcombe, and H. White. Multilayer feedforward networks are universal approximators. Neural Networks, 2(5):359–366, 1989.
Kriegeskorte N, Golan T. Neural network models and deep learning-a primer for biologists. arXiv preprint arXiv. 1902.
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MLPs are Universal Function Approximators
Now let’s take a step back and see what are Neural Networks?
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MLPs with non-linear activations
are universal function
approximators

However, they may require
exponentially large number of
neurons
Theorem: There exists a
Boolean function of n>2
variables that requires at least
2n/n Boolean gates, regardless
of depth!
G. Cybenko. Approximation by superpositions of a sigmoidal function. Mathematics of Control, Signals and Systems, 2(4):303–314, 1989.
K. Hornik, M. Stinchcombe, and H. White. Multilayer feedforward networks are universal approximators. Neural Networks, 2(5):359–366, 1989.
Kriegeskorte N, Golan T. Neural network models and deep learning-a primer for biologists. arXiv preprint arXiv. 1902.
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Universal Function *Approximation*
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Important: Universal Function Approximation theorem only considers approximation error, and
not trainability and/or generalizability of the NN.
We can broadly characterize NN performance into three main types:
v Approximation error to ground truth function
v Generalization to unseen data
v Trainability of the model
• Universal approximation theorem only considers the first one.
• Moreover, it provides no method to train a model to get that approximation
– naïve method using the basis function in the previous slide can require exponentially
large number of neurons even for simple functions
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What Works in Practice?
Extremely Overparameterized Models

Amir Gholami, Zhewei Yao, Sehoon Kim, Michael W. Mahoney, Kurt Keutzer, AI and Memory Wall, Riselab Medium Blogpost, 2021.
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What Works in Practice?
Exponentially Expensive Models to Train

Amir Gholami, Zhewei Yao, Sehoon Kim, Michael W. Mahoney, Kurt Keutzer, AI and Memory Wall, Riselab Medium Blogpost, 2021.
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Improving Approximation Error with Invariances
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• By incorporating domain specific invariances, we can significantly improve the generalization
properties of NNs.
Examples in computer vision:
• Translational invariance => Use of convolutional layers
• Spatial invariance (be able to recognize features regardless of skew, angle, or direction)

Spatial and Translational
Invariance
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Improving Approximation Error with Invariances
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One reason CNNs has been so
successful in vision is the
translational invariance that is
incorporated in them by design!

ImageNet Classification Error

Chart credit: Prudhvi Gnv
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Physical Laws as Additional Invariances
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There are many more invariances other than translational invariance:
– Physics-based laws of nature: Conservation of mass, momentum, energy
How can these invariances help?

This is the common view of how
Physics can help training.
But even in the Big Data regime
incorporating Physics
can be helpful

Illustration Credit: Prof. Karniadakis
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Physical Laws as Additional Invariances
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There are many more invariances other than translational invariance:
– Physics-based laws of nature: Conservation of mass, momentum, energy
How can these invariances help?

Less Data

More Data

Physical Invariances can help
Improve Generalization or
regularize training

Physical Invariances can help
make the model easier to train
with less parameters

The main question is how can we incorporate these invariances into learning?
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Methods for Incorporating Physics into Learning
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Ø Method 1: Train on massive amount of data (and hope) that the NN trains with good
performance/generalization
Let’s use Burgers’ equation as an example (a fundamental PDE used for modeling fluid
dynamics, non-linear acoustics, gas dynamics, traffic flow, etc.)

ut + uux

uxx = 0,

x 2 ( 1, 1), t 2 (0, 1]

+Initial/Boundary Conditions

[1] Raissi M, Perdikaris P, Karniadakis GE. Physics-informed neural networks: A deep learning framework for solving forward and inverse problems involving nonlinear partial differential equations.
Journal of Computational Physics. 2019 Feb 1;378:686-707.
[2] Lagaris IE, Likas A, Fotiadis DI. Artificial neural networks for solving ordinary and partial differential equations. IEEE transactions on neural networks. 1998 Sep;9(5):987-1000.
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Methods for Incorporating Physics into Learning

Ø Method 1: Train on massive amount of data (and hope) that the NN trains with good
performance/generalization
Obtain/Simulate a lot
of data

Train the NN on this
dataset

Xi
û(Xi, ti)
ti

min L =
✓

X
i

kûi

ui k22

✓

Main problems:
• No guarantee that the model obeys the conservation laws
• May require a lot of training data and obtaining/simulating these data is not always feasible
[1] Raissi M, Perdikaris P, Karniadakis GE. Physics-informed neural networks: A deep learning framework for solving forward and inverse problems involving nonlinear partial differential equations.
Journal of Computational Physics. 2019 Feb 1;378:686-707.
[2] Lagaris IE, Likas A, Fotiadis DI. Artificial neural networks for solving ordinary and partial differential equations. IEEE transactions on neural networks. 1998 Sep;9(5):987-1000.
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Methods for Incorporating Physics into Learning
• Method 2: Enforce Physical laws as hard constraints either in:
– NN Architecture: This is an open problem
– Optimization: Very difficult to train the NN with such constraints
Train the NN on this
dataset
<latexit sha1_base64="k+PpwUg5rc2OkXnArcRTezAFdxM=">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</latexit>

min L =
✓

Xi
û(Xi, ti)

s.t.

X
i

ut + uux

kûi

ui k22 ,

uxx = 0.

ti
✓
[1] Xu K, Darve E. Physics constrained learning for data-driven inverse modeling from sparse observations. arXiv preprint arXiv:2002.10521. 2020
Raissi M, Perdikaris P, Karniadakis GE. Physics-informed neural networks: A deep learning framework for solving forward and inverse problems involving nonlinear partial differential equations. Journal of
Computational Physics. 2019 Feb 1;378:686-707.
[2] Lagaris IE, Likas A, Fotiadis DI. Artificial neural networks for solving ordinary and partial differential equations. IEEE transactions on neural networks. 1998 Sep;9(5):987-1000. (only satisfies BCs exactly)
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Methods for Incorporating Physics into Learning
•
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Method 3: Use penalty methods and add the PDE residual to the loss as a soft constraint.

û(Xi, ti)

Xi

ti

1

û

@
@x

ûx

@2
@x2

ûxx

@
@t

ût

ût + ûûx
<latexit sha1_base64="zatUn75aqD281gelWo1bvSw4ZvA=">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</latexit>

ûxx 2 ⌦

û(x, t = 0)
û(x, t) 2

✓

Data Loss Function:
Lu = kû

uk22

Physics Loss Function:
LF = kût + ûûx

min L = Lu +
✓

F LF

ûxx k22
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Physics Informed Neural Networks
•
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Method 3: Use penalty methods and add the PDE residual to the loss as a soft constraint.
– Easy to implement, and works with automatic differentiation with any NN architecture
– Does not require a mesh or a numerical solver for the PDE
– Can (in theory) work for high dimensional problems, and complex PDEs
• For example, PDEs containing integral operators which are difficult to solve with
finite difference methods.

ut + uux

(0.01/⇡)uxx = 0,

u(0, x) =

sin(⇡x),

x 2 [ 1, 1], t 2 [0, 1],

u(t, 1) = u(t, 1) = 0.

Raissi M, Perdikaris P, Karniadakis GE. Physics-informed neural networks: A deep learning framework for
solving forward and inverse problems involving nonlinear partial differential equations. Journal of
Computational Physics. 2019.
Lagaris IE, Likas A, Fotiadis DI. Artificial neural networks for solving ordinary and partial differential equations.
IEEE transactions on neural networks. 1998 Sep;9(5):987-1000.
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But this is not the entire story
• There are a lot of subtleties in adding PINN’s soft-constraint.
To study this, we chose three families of PDEs:
– Advection (aka wave equation)
– Reaction
– Reaction-Diffusion
For all of these cases we observed that PINNs failed to learn the relevant Physics, since
there are many moving parts in this problem, than what appears at first.

û(Xi, ti)

Xi

ti
✓

1

û

@
@x

ûx

@2
@x2

ûxx

@
@t

ût

min L = kû
✓

uk22 +

F kût

+ ûûx

ûxx k22
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Advection Equation

û(Xi, ti)

Xi

ti

min L =

@u
@u
+
= 0,
@t
@x
u(x, 0) = sin(x),

x 2 ⌦, t 2 [0, T ],

u(0, t) = u(2⇡, t)

t 2 [0, T ].

F kût

+ ûx k22

1

û

@
@x

ûx

+kû(x, 0)

@
@t

ût

+kû(x = 2⇡)

✓

x 2 ⌦,

PDE Residual

sin(x)k22
û(x = 0)k22

Initial Condition
Boundary Condition

✓

Krishnapriyan* AS, Gholami* A, Zhe S, Kirby RM, Mahoney MW. Characterizing possible failure modes in physics-informed neural networks. NeurIPS, 2021.
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PINN can fail to learn Advection

Exact
Solution

Relative error u(x, t)

10

PINN
Prediction
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Krishnapriyan* AS, Gholami* A, Zhe S, Kirby RM, Mahoney MW. Characterizing possible failure modes in physics-informed neural networks. NeurIPS, 2021.
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PINN can fail to learn Advection
Exact Solution

PINN Prediction

Error

= 10

= 30

= 50
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PINN can fail to Learn Fisher Equation

<latexit sha1_base64="j46z6U3vUlL0YUbyRnweMPqR6w0=">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</latexit>

@u
@t

⇢u(1

u(x, 0) = e

u)
(x ⇡)2
2(⇡/4)2

u(0, t) = u(2⇡, t),

@2u
⌫ 2 = 0,
@x

x 2 ⌦, t 2 (0, T ],

,

x 2 ⌦,
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t 2 [0, T ].

Krishnapriyan* AS, Gholami* A, Zhe S, Kirby RM, Mahoney MW. Characterizing possible failure modes in physics-informed neural networks. NeurIPS, 2021.
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Characterizing the Failure Points:
Loss Landscape
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• To better understand the problem, let’s first look at the optimization loss landscape.
• The loss function that we are dealing with is quite complex and non-convex, so there is no
guarantee that the optimizer can find a good solution.

As we increase the wave speed, the loss landscape becomes increasingly harder to optimize
26

Characterizing Failure Points:
Loss Landscape
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• What if we adjust the weight of the PDE loss?
• Would the loss landscape become easier to optimize if we use a smaller or larger weight?
û(Xi, ti)

Xi

ti

1

û

min L =
✓

@
@x

ûx

@
@t

ût

F kût

+ ûx k22

+kû(x, 0)

PDE Residual

sin(x)k22

+kû(x = 2⇡)

û(x = 0)k22

Initial Condition
Boundary Condition

✓
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Characterizing Failure Points:
Loss Landscape
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As we reduce 𝜆 the
optimization gets easier but
PINN’s solution has ~100%
error
28
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Rethinking PINNs: Curriculum Learning
•

Curriculum Learning: Start with simple physical constraints and progressively introduce the
complexities throughout learning
– First let the NN learn the simple problems, before penalizing it for learning the target PDE

Example: Initially train the NN with small velocities, and slowly increase the velocity to the target value
Regular training
û(Xi, ti)

Xi

ti

1

û

30

@
@x

ûx

25

@
@t

ût

✓

F kût

20
15

✓

min L =

Curriculum training

+ ûx k22

+kû(x, 0)

10
PDE Residual

sin(x)k22

+kû(x = 2⇡)

û(x = 0)k22

5
Initial Condition
0
Boundary Condition Training duration
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Rethinking PINNs: Curriculum Learning
Regular training

min L =
✓

F kût

PDE Residual
25

sin(x)k22

+kû(x = 2⇡)

Curriculum training
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+ ûx k22

+kû(x, 0)
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û(x = 0)k22

20

Initial Condition
15
10

Boundary Condition
5
0
Training duration
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Rethinking PINNs: Curriculum Learning
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Rethinking PINNs: Curriculum Learning
• This approach works quite well for reaction problem as well

Regular training relative error
Regular training absolute error

Curriculum training relative error
Curriculum training absolute error

Relative error u(x, t)

10

10

1

10

2

1

100

⇢

Absolute error u(x, t)

100

100

101
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Rethinking PINNs:
Pose the Problem as Sequence to Sequence Learning
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• PINN formulation tries to predict the entire space-time simultaneously.
– This is a very difficult task/function to approximate.
• An alternative is to pose the problem as sequence to sequence learning, where PINN learns
to predict the solution in a finite time horizon, and iteratively predicts next time steps

Regular PINN Training

Seq2Seq Training
33

Rethinking PINNs: Seq2Seq Learning for
Reaction-Diffusion Problem
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Rethinking PINNs: Seq2Seq Learning for
Reaction-Diffusion Problem
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Seq2Seq approach can get significantly lower error than regular PINN which tries to predict the
entire state space at once
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Conclusions
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•

PINNs are easy to implement but there are many subtle issues associated with their training

•

PINNs can fail to learn simple problems such as advection, reaction, and/or reactiondiffusion problems with non-trivial coefficients

•

Analyzing the problem shows that while the NN has enough capacity to learn the solution,
the optimization problem with PINN’s soft regularization becomes very difficult to solve

Two promising solutions are:
•

Curriculum Learning: First train PINNs with simple constraints and progressively make it
more complex

•

Sequence to Sequence Learning: Instead of trying to predict the entire space-time at once,
pose the problem as Seq2Seq and let PINN learn to predict smaller time horizons

Paper: Krishnapriyan* AS, Gholami* A, Zhe S, Kirby RM, Mahoney MW. Characterizing possible
failure modes in physics-informed neural networks. NeurIPS, 2021.
Code: https://github.com/a1k12/characterizing-pinns-failure-modes
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Open Problems
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There are many more open problems in PINNs:
• Optimization:
– Unlike all other classical ML tasks, PINNs cannot be optimized with mini-batch (SGD,
ADAM, etc. all fail). The only method that works is LBFGS with full batch size
– This makes training PINNs very slow and hard to optimize
• NN Architecture:
– Classical NN architecture may not be optimal for PINNs. Need to investigate alternative
architectures that are more suited for the continuous nature of the problem.
– Need to investigate how the architecture should be changed as the underlying dynamics
change
• Elliptical vs Hyperbolic vs Parabolic PDEs may need different architectures
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